ABSTRACT
oriented approach to designing simulation experiments. The tutorial will describe how to conduct a till factorial experiment with 2 factors and 3 levels each. These experiments will be performed using a model constructed in SIMPROCESS and the results will be analyzed using such features of Experiment Manager as box plots, confidence intends, and time series plots.
INTRODUCTION Experiment
Manager is a set of statistical software tools integrated with the SIMPROCESS modeling tool. SIMPROCESS is a hierarchical icon based simulation modeling tool designed specifically for business process re-engineering (13PR DAT is used to analyze data and construct a data model of the random process that generated the data. DAT helps you find a probability distribution that approximates the true distribution by analyzing a data set of measurements obtained from the random process. The parameters of the probability distributions supported in SIMPROCESS are computed using the techniques of maximum likelihood estimation (NILE). The analyst selects a distribution biased on For example, data models constructed using DAT are automatically available to any SIMPROCESS modeling element that models some behavior as a random process. Figure  1 shows the SIMPROCESS graphical representation of a simple queuing model used to demonstrate the design, execution, and analysis of an experiment using EMT. The interarrival times of entities is specifkd by the generate activity "Generate." Entities queue up for a single resource. The resource "Server" is made available to the first entity in the "Get Resource" queue. The use of the resource is a service that requires some length of time to occur. The service itself is modeled as a simple delay in the "Delay" activity. The server is freed for use by the next entity in the "Free Resource" activity. The entity exits the system in the "Dispose" activity. The statistical output of interest is the total time in the system. The total time in the system is the time an entity spends waiting in the queue plus the time it takes for service.
A statistical simulation experiment is initiated by creating an experiment object. An experiment object is a named object used as the organizational unit for managing experiments.
The new experiment object manifests itself in the user interface as an experiment editor. The editor provides the interface for designing the experiment and performing analysis.
The design of the experiment is the specification of different input configurations of interest and the statistics used to measure their effect on performance.
In EMT, the specification of different input configurations used to run a simulation is a two step process. The first step of the specification is the selection of factors and specification of levelsspecific values for the factors. The second step of the spectilcation is constructing the input configuration for individual simulation runs. The two-step specification of the input configuration is a deliberate design decision. Many types of statistical anatysis of experimental results require a complete design i.e. a design that is executed at every combination of levels.
A single combination of levels is a scenario or in DOE terminology a design point. Let's imagine an experiment that requires a complete design for four factors with each factor at four levels. There are 4*4*4*4 possible combinations of levels for the four factors. The complete design has 256 design points. In EMT, the user must specify four levels for each of the four factors. This is 4+4+4+4 or 16 level specifications in the first step of the process. The complete design is created simply by using the All Combinations option of the Scenarios command on the experiment editor. If the specification were a one step process, the user would be required to individually specify 256 scenarios rather than 16 levels to speci~a complete design. The parameter is the mean of the exponential distribution. The second step in the design of the experiment is the specification of scenarios. There are nine possible scenarios to be executed as shown in Figure 3 . If the design is complete all combinations are created by simply selecting the "scenario all" option from the experiment editor menu. If specific scenarios are necessary, they can be created by selecting an appropriate level for each factor in the experiment input table shown in Figure 3 and selecting the "scenario single" option from the experiment editor menu. Note the ability to select table entries on the user interface. The ability to select entries or "objects" is an inherent capability of the Experiment Manager object oriented user interface. 
